
Funko Pop 
Figurines 

Featuring Roles of POTUS



Funko Pop?

https://funko.com/

In my brief search, I found this 
one to be particularly funny

https://funko.com/


More on Funko

Some figurines are individual, 
but part of a series, like these 

Star Wars ones

While some are just their own 
individual, like Buddy the Elf



More on Funko
Some also come as a small set 

with like characters, like 
Marvel’s Civil War 

Notice that all of the characters 
have unique features and 

accessories to them that help 
you understand what defines 

that character, like Jimi Hendrix 
here with his guitar



Let’s get political
If we were to make one of these 

for a political character, how 
would we go about doing so?

Contextualize that character 
first

Let’s try one - pick a 
congressional character we’ve 

already learned about



We can’t just have 
the figure though...

We’re going to need some 
written info about this 
character, give it some 

accessories it might use, and 
some other figurines within the 

same series



Directions
Roles of POTUS

Pick ONE role of POTUS..

Biography - include the powers of POTUS in that 
role and the check(s) by other institutions.

Accessories - must have at least three that are 
logical and relevant to that role.

“Collect them all!” - Three POTUS that are relevant 
to this person -add three other POTUS  that are relevant 
and notable in this role with a caption for each.

Must have color, be politically accurate. 

Specific Role of POTUS

Include the 
powers of POTUS 
in that role and 
the check(s) by 
other 
institutions.

Must have at least three 
that are logical and 
relevant to that role.

Add three other POTUS  that are relevant and notable 
in this role with a caption for each



Historical Examples 
from other AP 

teachers



Historical Examples 

Source: Mrs. Owen



Questions?

Have fun!

Lesson Adapted from Mrs. Owen


